ICT Solutions for Agricultural Value Chains - opportunities for partnerships & funding
IICD is an expert foundation with 19 years of experience in building digital capacities and enabling the drivers of social change through ICT.

IICD currently works in 14 countries in Africa and Latin America.
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NGOs | Farmer Organisations
Farmer Organisations advised on sustainable use of ICT

670

Small-scale producers used ICT to access production and market information

160,000
Inclusive Agricultural Value Chains

Sustainably improved production and access to markets and finance, allowing for increased income of small-scale producers and long-term benefits in rural areas.

Inclusive Agricultural Value Chains

Sustainable use of relevant ICT solutions by the capacitated Farmer Organisations and small-scale producers

Management and administration of Farmer Organizations
Access to quality extension services & agricultural inputs
Access to markets & information on market prices and demand
Access to finance and financial information

IICD’s integrated capacity building approach
IICD’s integrated capacity building approach

- In-depth analysis of the local information and communication needs and flows
  - Supporting formulation of the objectives of the ICT solutions implementation
- Enhancing awareness of potential ICT solutions
- Linking stakeholders to local (ICT) technical providers
  - Training all stakeholders to acquire all relevant skills (needed to successfully work with the ICT solutions)
  - Guiding stakeholders in scaling up the ICT solution
- Assisting in the design, development, implementation and maintenance of an ICT solution
- Guiding the stakeholders through the business transformation and change management process
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  - Training all stakeholders to acquire all relevant skills (needed to successfully work with the ICT solutions)
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  - Guiding the stakeholders through the business transformation and change management process
Sustainable use of relevant ICT solutions by the capacitated Farmer Organisations and small-scale producers

- Management and administration of Farmer Organizations
- Access to quality extension services & agricultural inputs
- Access to markets & information on market prices and demand
- Access to finance and financial information

IICD’s integrated capacity building approach
Burkina Faso & Mali – SimAGRI
Information: exemple de «possible » SMS SENEKELA

- Information générale
- Prix bord champ actuel, fourchette, unité, zone géographique
- Tendance

De SENEKELA 22 Mai 2012
Les acheteurs de karité restent nombreux mais avec les pluies attention à la qualité en baisse
Prix 450/475 F/boîte.
Tendance : stable
Mali – Opidin Niger Delta

Potential users of OPIDIN as early warning system

1. Inhabitants of the floodplains (entire Delta)
2. Rice farmers on the floodplains (southern Delta)
3. Farmers in polders with passive irrigation (around Mopti)
4. Farmers in polders with active irrigation (entire Delta)
5. Farmers at deflooding grounds (northern Delta)
6. Farmers in the temporary lakes (deflooding; northern Delta)
7. Water managers of the northern lakes (Lac Horo)
8. Herders and cattle breeders (entire Delta)
9. Local authorities (“calandrier de déplacement”)
10. Fishermen (entire Delta)
Mali – CRCR Sikasso
Public-Private Partnerships

Recent Dutch government Public-Private Partnerships

- G4AW: Geodata for Agriculture and Water
- FDOV: Facility for Food Security and Sustainable Entrepreneurship
- FDW: Sustainable Water Fund

Grants available from other governments & private foundations.
Questions